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In Cut & Paste the Alphabet, your child will practice safely using scissors and glue to make his or

her own alphabet book. Your child will develop the fine motor control needed for kindergarten while

simultaneously learning to recognize each letter and its sound!
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My 3 1/2 year old is really into art and cutting right now. I bought several cut and paste books for her

to "fuel her interest". This one was my least favorite of the 4 I bought. This book is very thin (read:

not many activities). All of the other cutting books had lines around what the kid is supposed to cut

out, but not this one. There were several pages in this book that said "cut the apples" or "cut out the

candles" with no dotted lines. I was not impressed by the abc portion either. Save your money and

buy the Fun to Cut book by publications international (tons of activities and dotted lines to show

where to cut!)

A must have for those of you who have a lil one starting pre-k soon enough. It is/was also a good

workbook for my son who is disabled-he has "verbal apraxia"! If there were more of this basic

design and by the same company, I would have already made a point to buy more workbooks! My



disabled son is 4 1/2 and my other son just 13 months behind. This book was wonderful for them

both. And it's awesome to be able to teach my children more pre-school skills that are a requirement

before it gets down to the last bit of time left b4 the 1st day of a new year. There's no time like the

present to start helping your toddler(s) learn the sight words (or Dolch words). My children's daycare

owner was also very impressed with these workbooks! I will continue to search for more of them in

stores, but I doubt I can find such a wonderful work book again.  is the place to shop for these items

so far. Having " Prime" is a benefit as well. It's hard to "beat" the free 2 day shipping! Work books

such as this offer more help than realized. My thanks and hat off to ! ( Prime)Thanks for all you carry

for children with "average or normal" ages as well as disabled children/people in general to work in

these books!

kids love it

Good!

Kind of cool, but I wish I could have seen the pages beforehand. I would not have paid this much.

Maybe like $0.69

Ridiculous waste of time and money. I sent it back. Not for a three year old.

Fun for my 4 yr old to get practice using the scissors while still learning other stuff from pre-schol.

No app for that lol

Cute gift
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